
  

 

  

12.1 Course Preparation 
Preparing the race course for an alpine competition involves many details.  We shall discuss herein the 
work related to the snow and course surface only, leaving discussions involving course setting, course 
access, netting, etc. to other chapters. Surface conditioning is important at any time, as the best possible 
conditions on the race course result in: 

For a primer on this subject, refer to:  
Chapter 11 - Ice, Snow, and Snow Morphology.
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A quality competitive experience.  
Helps to ensure that the race runs without interruptions.  
Retards degradation of the race course.  
Ensures consistency for all the competitors, and thereby fairness.  
Helps to reduce the risk to which the competitor is exposed.  

However, conditioning is especially important under the following conditions: 

When the surface is too cold and dry.  
There is excessive newly fallen snow.  
When the surface is sticky, soft, or wet.  

What characteristic do those three surface conditions (often cited on official's exams) have in common? 

Answer: Each condition exhibits snow that is difficult to pack down firmly.  

Snow falls in various forms. Temperature and atmospheric conditions combine to form anything from 
dry powder to soft hail, each presenting different problems for slope preparation. Fresh snow contains 
ice crystals, linked together, and containing a great deal of air. By compressing or packing the fresh 
snow, some of the air is removed, and a load bearing surface is created. Racers need this load bearing 
surface to be able to turn.  Remember, ice has the greatest load bearing capability, and freshly fallen 
snow the least.  

Fresh , powdery conditions can last for weeks without any further snowfalls, if the temperature remains 
well below freezing. In New York this is rarely the case. Within a few hours, the passage of skiers, and 
temperature fluctuations have begun to melt the snow crystals.  

Once this melt water has formed in the crystals, an overnight temperature drop will create a binding 
affect, and the slope becomes hard and icy. Such conditions are ideal for racing.  

This process of thawing and refreezing may take place hundreds of times in a few weeks and eventually 
the crystal structure deteriorates, to become a collection of small balls of ice, surrounded by water. This 
"loose snow" has very little binding between the grains, and is common in high traffic areas and Village 
roads. "Spring slush" (sticky, soft, or wet) and "sugar" (cold and dry) are two types of this loose snow. 
This type of snow is very easily moved by skiers and huge bumps can form within hours. It also offers 
very little traction for grooming machines.  

Spring snow also accumulates dirt, and this darker color combined with the poorer reflective power of 
it's structure, causes the sun to attack it rapidly. Not only does it melt, but it can also sublime directly 
from a solid to a vapor, during a warm north wind.  These effects can cause a rapid end to a good ski 
season if the weather is not favorable in Spring.  

If the reader remembers anything from reading this tome, it should be the following:  

  

Quality alpine racing competitions are best conducted on firm and solid snow 
surfaces, that are durable enough to withstand the punishment of racing 

traffic.  Usually, the harder the surface the better. 



Let's review the following remedies for preparation of the top layer:  
  

The best possible circumstances for good course preparation is advanced planning, in partnership with 
the ski area management, and advance course work in the days before the race.  Courtesy, diplomacy, 
and political maneuvering will not substitute for teamwork, advance planning, advance work, and the 
full involvement of ski area management.  For one thing, much of the work must be completed several 
days in advance to allow the snow time to firm and harden.  For another, manpower and capital assets 
may need to be committed, and last minute requests for help may be impossible to honor due to capacity 
or labor constraints.  Advance planning, the cooperation of the ski area management, and teamwork will 
overcome all of these constraints.  
  

The most often used methods of course preparation are surface compacting and snow removal. 

Snow Conditions Requiring Treatment
cold and 
dry

The snow must be conditioned with water or chemicals, groomed with 
machines, foot packed, or otherwise treated to bind the snow crystals together 
and effect a lasting cohesion throughout the top layer, so as to provide a firm, 
well packed top layer.

newly 
fallen 
snow

Newly fallen, or loose, snow should be removed from the race course, either 
with grooming equipment, by side slipping, or by shoveling, or it must be foot 
packed or machine rolled into a firm, well packed top layer.

sticky, 
soft, or 
wet

The snow must be conditioned with chemicals, groomed with machines, foot 
packed, or otherwise treated to drain the excess moisture from it and compact 
the snow crystals into a firm, well packed top layer.

Course Preparation and Maintenance

Mission To provide a firm, well prepared course that ensures a fair competition, and 
that can withstand the punishment of alpine ski racing traffic.

Objective Prepare the course so that the snow is well packed and firm, and ensure that 
there is an adequate base of support through the depth of the snow pack.

Methods
- Compact or harden the top layer  
- Remove any loose or soft snow  
- Groom and smooth the surface

Techniques

- Artificial snow making  
- Machine tilling and rolling  
- Machine plowing and grooming  
- Chemical melting & compacting  
- Water spray or sprinkling  
- Melting with heat or open flame  
- Manual slipping & boot packing  
- Manual shoveling & raking



 

12.1.1 Compacting or Hardening the Top Layer 

As has already been stated, alpine racing competitions are best conducted on firm and solid snow 
surfaces, that are durable enough to withstand the punishment of racing traffic.  Usually, the harder the 
surface the better.  Therefore, it is the mission of the course crew to treat, condition, or groom the top 
layer to provide as firm a surface as possible. 

Actually, the first step in this process is ensuring that the snow pack, beneath, is firm and is capable of 
supporting the top layer.  Remember, whenever a material is hardened it becomes stronger and more 
durable, but it also becomes more brittle.  Brittle objects can fracture and break up more easily than 
pliable, elastic ones.  For more details regarding the conditions and process that weakens the snow pack 
beneath, refer to: Chapter 11 - Ice, Snow, and Snow Morphology.  

There are several techniques that are effective, depending upon conditions, at compacting and hardening 
the top layer of snow.  Those include:  

When the snow is cold and dry: 

Machine groom to till and roll to mix, compact, and harden.  
Add moisture through snow making operations.  
Add moisture through sprinkling with water.  
When there is firmer snow beneath, removing the top layer.  
Side-slip and foot pack to compact and harden the snow.  
Chemical treatments to melt back snow and release moisture.  
Applying heat or open flame to melt back and compact the snow. 

When there is newly fallen or loose snow: 

Machine groom to remove the snow from the course.  
Machine groom to till and roll to mix, compact, and harden.  
Side-slip and shovel to remove the snow from the course.  
Side-slip and boot pack to compact and harden the snow.  
Chemical treatments to melt back and compact the snow.  
Chemical treatments to melt back snow and release moisture.  
Applying heat or open flame to melt back and compact the snow. 

When the snow is sticky, soft, or wet: 

Machine groom to till and roll to mix, compact, and harden.  
Chemical treatments to drain excess moisture and compact the snow.  
Side-slip and boot pack to compact and harden the snow.  
Delay the competition to allow time for the moisture to drain and the snow to 
harden.  
Side-slip and foot pack to compact and harden the snow. 

There are separate sections, below, that describe the use of chemicals, machine grooming, and manual 
techniques (foot packing and side slipping).



Usually, the work to compact and harden the surface must be started before race day, several days 
before, and will involve the use of heavy equipment and the ski area's grooming crew.  There is no 
substitute for advanced preparation using modern grooming equipment.  Other methods are helpful, but 
none are as productive and effective as machine grooming combined with artificial snowmaking.  Their 
only drawback is that they cannot transform a slope in a moment's notice, so advance planning and work 
is required.  

 

12.1.2 Removing Loose or Soft Snow 

If it is several days before the start of official training fresh, loose, or soft snow may be packed, rolled, 
and treated to condition and harden the surface.  Modern grooming equipment can turn over the snow 
and an intervening time of 48 hours or more will give the snow time to morph down, compact, and 
harden.  Rolling and foot packing can assist this process. 

Let's recall that, in North America, we're more likely to remove loose snow with machine groomers than 
by hand shoveling or side slipping.  Keep in mind that it is preferable to keep machines off the race trail 
for 48-72 hours before the race so that the snow is firmly compacted.  Machines will churn up the snow 
and loosen the surface, which is undesirable.  Therefore, if at all possible, in the period just before the 
race it is preferred to remove loose snow by manual methods.  

As a practical matter, shoveling and slipping is not always feasible.  Therefore, the grooming crew 
should be specifically instructed, and supervised, to remove the uppermost layers, and disturb the firm 
base as little as possible.  If "most" of the snow can be pushed off by hand, the remainder can be side 
slipped and shoveled so as to upset the firm base as little as possible.  Of course, all of this assumes that 
the base is firm enough to support the weight of the grooming equipment without fracturing.  

Slipping is, in itself, something of an art.  There are two distinct operations that are both referred to as 
side slipping or just slipping:  

Snowplowing with the skis so as to push, or plow, excess snow aside, and out of the track.  
Slipping wherein the slipper travels at a good speed, in a partial wedge, to compact and glaze the 
track. 

Slipping, to compact and glaze, is usually what is done during the progress of the race by the slip crew.  
In this case, we are referring to the plowing operation that pushes snow aside much like a highway snow 
plow.  After the course is set, it is necessary to slip the track at speed, to smooth, compact, and glaze the 
track. 

Plowing is ineffective for loose chucks of hard snow or ice.  Removing these "cookies" is best done with 
shovel, lest the slip or plow embed them in the surface, only to be dislodged later by passing racers.  
Thereafter, high speed slipping can be effective to push aside the few that may remain.  

 

12.1.3 Smoothing or Grooming the Surface



When preparations are undertaken with sufficient lead time, the best course preparation technique 
involves machine grooming.  Hard packing with rollers several days before the race has been shown to 
be effective.  The rolling should occur just before, or just after, sundown so that the trail is not too soft 
to support the equipment.  Then, give the trail time to set during the colder nighttime temperatures.  This 
is most effective if the rolling is done when sunshine has raised some moisture from the snow.  After 
rolling, traffic should be restricted on the trail for several days, and the course may be rolled and packed 
once each day through that period.  This assumes that no rainfalls or thaws occur in the intervening 
period. 

Again, let's review our principle goal for course preparation:  

  

Basically, we are working to prepare a firm, well compacted, and smooth surface.  We emphasize this 
because two of our goals overlap.  Anything that may be done to smooth also, usually, helps to compact.

With advance planning, plowing, tilling, and rolling the surface by machine delivers the most effective 
means of smoothing, or grooming, the course.  

Thereafter, and especially after the course has been set and an identifiable track exists, the most 
effective methods are side-stepping, slipping, shoveling, and raking.  

Side-stepping involves moving up or down the hill, on skis, by setting the skis across the 
fall line and taking small steps to the side.  Side-stepping is effective for flattening berms, 
small snow mounds, and leveling piles of wet, slushy snow. 

Slipping, as we use the term herein, refers to compacting and glazing the track.  It is usually 
what is done during the progress of the race by the slip crew. The slipper travels at a good 
speed, in a partial wedge, to compact and glaze the track.  

Shoveling is effective when loose snow, or piles of snow, must be removed or graded from 
around the gate poles, or other course fixtures such as the finish line markers, start ramp, 
fence line, or the landing areas below jumps.  

Raking refers to the use of large aluminum rakes, sometimes referred to as sand-trap rakes 
(as you commonly find them in golf course sand traps), to level and grade loose snow.  We 
also may mean raking with steel rakes to excavate small holes or other blemishes in the 
surface. 

It is important to note that all of the methods that we categorize as being most effective involve manual 
labor.  Why?  Because manual methods provide the greatest control and are the least destructive.  
 

 

Quality alpine racing competitions are best conducted on firm and solid snow 
surfaces, that are durable enough to withstand the punishment of racing 

traffic.  Usually, the harder the surface the better. 



12.2 Chemical Conditioning 
Briefly here, I shall quote directly from the Alpine Officials Manual, US Skiing, Chapter VII, The Race 
Course (2000 edition): 

When new snow is expected overnight, it is best to defer course setting until morning. If 
snow starts during the night, cat crews should be constantly packing new snow as it falls, 
and course maintenance crews should be prepared to begin work on the course as early as 
possible to move new snow off to the sides if it is not too deep or heavy. Extra help should 
be arranged for the Course Setter. 

If the snow cover is thin, dry snow can be sprayed with water in order that loose snow, 
when applied, will adhere. Ice patches can either be sprayed with water or industrial-type 
propane torches can be used to partially melt relatively large areas that will also allow 
loose snow to adhere.  

Chemicals can be used to add moisture to snow and/or melt ice sufficiently for new snow to 
adhere in a variety of situations including:  

When snow is too cold and dry (powder or granular)  
When snow sticky - it is too soft or wet due to mild weather and/or rain  
When the snow is actually hard ice 

Chemical application may also have the benefit of adding “texture” to the ice surface. 
Organizers should work with ski area management regarding types of chemicals allowed by 
the area/local environmental agencies/regulations. 

When using chemicals, the upper layer of snow is ski packed and then smoothed with skis or 
rakes and shovels. The section to be prepared is “salted” by hand or with a spreader. 
“Salt” is scattered on the surface and then covered with a thin layer of snow by side 
slipping or shoveling. The treated area should extend beyond the track itself.  

In order to give competitors a “feel” for the treated snow, it is recommended that practice 
areas be treated in the same manner as the course. Also, start and finish areas need to be 
prepared in the same manner as the course. A treated course may become smooth only after 
several skiers use it so advance preparation for an adequate number of forerunners will 
assist in providing an even surface for all competitors.  

Cold, dry or granular winter snow may be hardened by the use of additives. Preparation of 
the run with chemicals, if done in due time, is more effective than applying water because it 
allows the snow to become moist and even. With new snowfall, the snow needs to be treated 
and compressed during, or immediately after, the snowfall to take advantage of the 
humidity in the new snow.  

Chemicals are generally not recommended for use with dry snow at low temperatures. 
When chemicals are used, the snow becomes hard more quickly at varying depths and 
hardness lasts for differing amounts of time.  

When time is short, or if a SL run needs overnight preparation with cold and loose snow, 
water and chemicals may be used in combination. In this case, the run should be boot 



packed, chemical spread evenly and then water should be spread. Working the run in small 
areas, this mixture of chemical and water should be immediately boot packed into the snow 
and then ski packed to make it smooth. Although chemicals may be used in varying amounts 
on certain sections of GS and DH courses, it is best to prepare an entire SL course evenly.  

When there is damp or wet snow that does not freeze because of mild temperatures, 
compact snow may be obtained through the use of chemicals. Such products may also be 
effective because of rain and/or a rise in temperature.  

Very wet, rippled snow is usually found in the spring when there is warm, rainy weather or 
when rainfall mixes with snow. The same substances used for wet snow are effective, but 
much deeper preparation is needed before chemicals are spread and must be repeated after 
spreading. If the snow is very humid, it may be necessary to use a different chemical.  

Chemicals may be used to make frozen or icy runs softer or to soften a run so it can be 
smoothed. A course may need to be softened when rainfall is followed by a sudden freeze. 
Chemicals should be spread on icy surfaces that have been raked slightly to scratch the 
surface so it can hold the chemical. Amounts, methods, and time needed depend on the 
temperatures. A test may be necessary to determine the time required for softening.  

There are many chemicals available for all types of course maintenance. The type of snow, 
the reaction of the chemical, and the method of application should be considered when 
making a choice. As stated before, ski area personnel and/or environmental 
agencies/regulations need to be consulted when making a choice. Environmental concerns 
may limit the type and/or amount of chemical that may be used in a particular area. 

A number of chemicals may be used to condition the snow surface.  Several are marketed under various 
brand names.  We will focus on the few that are commercially available as snow and ice melts.  
Furthermore, those materials may be classified into two separate categories, endothermic and 
exothermic, that describe the nature of the chemical reaction that takes place.  Various mixes of the 
chemicals that we discuss here are marketed specifically for the use on Alpine Race Courses, and 
promise better results. 

For the purposes of our discussion, the reader may consider a "reaction" to be the combining of these 
chemicals with water (dissolving into solution), a basic chemical reaction.  Almost all chemical 
reactions involve a change in enthalpy, or the total energy state of the system.  In other words, reactions 
either require (the input of) energy to take place, or they yield (output) energy.  In this case, the term 
"energy" is synonymous with "heat".  

So, in order to dissolve these chemicals in the snow, it will either require the input of some heat energy 
(an endothermic reaction), or some heat energy will be output (an exothermic reaction).  

Here are the reaction categories, and the chemicals:  

Endothermic reactors: 

Rock salt (principally sodium chloride)  
Potassium chloride  
Urea (50-0-0 fertilizer) 



Exothermic reactors: 

Magnesium chloride  
Calcium chloride 

Please note that many organizers purchase the agricultural fertilizer urea, and refer to it as ammonium 
nitrate.  However, urea is richer in nitrates than the actual fertilizer product known as ammonium nitrate
(36-0-0 vs. 50-0-0 roughly).  

 

12.2.1 The Chemicals 

Observe that all but one are salts in the chloride family, which will be corrosive.  We will return to this 
later.  It is also important to understand that each product has a low temperature limit, below which it is 
ineffective.  Those limits, determined through real world observation, are generally found to be:  
  

We emphasize here that these limits are based upon field observation, not the claims of manufacturers.  
Most manufacturers base their claims on the lowest temperature that these chemicals can suppress the 

Sodium chloride (Rock salt):  
Lower Temperature Limit: 20° F (-7° C)  
Application: 1 pound per 20 square feet, depending upon conditions  
Enthalpy: Endothermic -- Input of 39 BTU per pound to dissolve  
Chemical Symbol: NaCl -- also known as Halite

Potassium chloride:  
Lower Temperature Limit: 20° F (-7° C)  
Application: 1 pound per 25 square feet, depending upon conditions  
Enthalpy: Endothermic -- Input of 170 BTU per pound to dissolve  
Chemical Symbol: KCl -- also known as Sylvite

Urea:  
Lower Temperature Limit: 20° F (-7° C)  
Application: 1 pound per 16 square feet, depending upon conditions  
Enthalpy: Endothermic -- Input of 106 BTU per pound to dissolve  
Chemical Symbol: NH2CONH2 -- also known as Carboxamide

Magnesium chloride:  
Lower Temperature Limit: 5° F (-15° C)  
Application: 1 pound per 15 square feet, depending upon conditions  
Enthalpy: Exothermic -- Output of 165 BTU per pound when dissolved  
Chemical Symbol: MgCl2

Calcium chloride:  
Lower Temperature Limit: –25° F (-32° C)  
Application: 1 pound per 12 square feet, depending upon conditions  
Enthalpy: Exothermic -- Output of 290 BTU per pound when dissolved  
Chemical Symbol: CaCl2



freezing point of water, what the chemist calls the eutectic temperature.  In the real world the value is 
only be reached at an ideal percentage concentration of the chemical in water. Any other solution will 
have higher freezing points.  

As the chemicals work they produce a highly concentrated solution, at first, that becomes more and 
more dilute as more snow is melted.  Therefore, their lower temperature limits are determined as much 
by the rate of application as they are by the amount of free moisture in the snow.  That's why we 
emphasize the limits that are listed here as being approximate limits that have been dictated by 
observation in the field.  Your results may vary according to conditions and rate of application.  

Application rates are typical, but vary depending upon conditions.  Less is required when there is more 
moisture in the snow, and more is required when there is less moisture or conditions are colder.  Also, as 
the brine solution melts more snow it becomes increasingly more dilute, so the concentration at which it 
is applied lasts only briefly.  

An endothermic reaction is one that requires additional heat to kick start the process, and often to 
sustain it.  

An exothermic reaction is one that produces an excess of heat, but may require some heat to kick start 
it.  

Observe that the three materials that result in endothermic reactions all have an effective limit of 20° F 
(-7° C), and the exothermic materials are effective at lower temperatures.  Also keep in mind that we are 
referring to the snow temperature not the air temperature.  

 

12.2.2 Using the Chemicals 

Rock salt is commonly used on highways, and is typically effective on them at lower air temperatures 
than are listed here.  How is this possible?  Because the friction from the vehicle tires kick start the 
reaction.  A careful observer will notice that, at temperatures hovering around 20° F (-7° C) the rock salt 
is effective on the highway but ineffective on the sidewalk.  There isn't any heat from tire friction on 
sidewalks to get the reaction started, nor is there sufficient heat from the surrounding air.  Don't be 
fooled into thinking that because you see the salt trucks out that means salt will work on the race 
course.  Check the temperatures and try a test patch. 

The exothermic products provide some heat from the reaction and therefore don't require as much 
available heat from the surrounding air.  Therefore they are effective at lower temperatures.  

It is also interesting to note that a number of combination products are available, and these principally 
mix an endothermic material with an exothermic material.  For example, a popular combination is rock 
salt and magnesium chloride.  Rock salt is cheap, and the magnesium chloride provides heat to make the 
rock salt effective at a lower temperature.  Furthermore, the heat lasts only briefly.  Depending upon the 
rate of application (concentration of solution), it lasts from 15 to 30 minutes before the treated area 
freezes solid.  This could be a desirable feature to a race organizer.  

All of these products have a recommended rate of application.  Of course, this will depend upon 
conditions.  



Any product with chloride is corrosive to metal, and the brine solution that they produce can soak into 
concrete and attack the steel reinforcing bars buried within.  Using any of these products in too great a 
quantity will adversely affect underlying vegetation, as well.  Urea contains no chlorides, and is 
therefore less corrosive, but can cause nitrogen burn to plants if used in heavy concentrations.  

A frequently used chemical is urea, which is readily available from farm and agricultural supply 
distributors as a fertilizer in 80 lb. sacks (50-0-0).  While it is usually the cheapest, the application rate is 
also greater.  Many organizers purchase the agricultural fertilizer urea, and refer to it as ammonium 
nitrate.  However, urea is richer in nitrates than the actual fertilizer product known as ammonium nitrate
(36-0-0 vs. 50-0-0).  

Urea is usually supplied as a pellet, much like lawn fertilizer.  It should be broadcast, by any suitable 
means, over the race track.  Urea is ineffective unless there is moisture in the snow.  In fact, the wetter 
the snow the better.  Compacting with Urea is surprisingly effective when the snow is wet, even on days 
that approach 50° F with a full, direct sun.  

1. First, treat a test patch outside of the finish area to determine the application rate and its 
effectiveness.  

2. Second, the race track should be shoveled, stepped, slipped, and side slipped as smooth as 
possible.  

3. Third, the material must be broadcast evenly over the course.  
4. Fourth, the material should be slipped in immediately after the broadcast; follow the broadcaster 

down.  
5. Finally, the material must be given fifteen to twenty minutes to work itself in, with no traffic on 

the course.  

Some course workers scoop handfuls of the stuff directly out of the sack with old plastic milk jugs that 
have been cut up into scoops.  The scoop is then used to broadcast the material.  Some workers half-fill 
5 gallon buckets, of the type that drywall compound is sold in, and scoop the material directly out of the 
buckets.  Others use rotary broadcast spreaders, such as are used for fertilizer and seed.  Some models 
hang on the operators chest from a shoulder harness and can be loaded with 30-40 pounds of material at 
a time. 

Again, there is no hard and fast rule for the application rate.  This will vary according to the snow 
temperature and the amount of available moisture in the snow.  It is generally safe to say that a higher 
application rate will penetrate and compact more deeply, but spreading too much will result in a 
chemical that does not dissolve and lays on the snow in clumps.  

Magnesium chloride and calcium chloride, and the compounds of magnesium chloride and rock salt, 
may be used when the snow is dry.  However, this is a delicate process.  If the snow is too dry, the 
chemicals won't begin to dissolve into solution.  Remember that the chemicals must, somehow, kick 
start their dissolution.  Once a brine begins to form they will release their latent heat of solution and 
rapidly accelerate the melting.  

Therefore, many course workers pre-mix the chemicals in a five gallon bucket, of the type that drywall 
compound is sold in, with a little snow and perhaps a little water.  Be careful!  Only mix enough snow 
and water to begin to form a partly wet mixture.  Too much and the reaction will run away from you.  
Spread this immediately on the course and the reaction will usually take off, melting snow and forming 
brine that will quickly harden the course. 



Care must also be exercised with the application rate of these materials.  Too much, and too little, will 
result in a thin, hard crust on the top of the snow that will quickly break up.  Again, treat several test 
patches first and work to achieve the greatest depth of penetration.  Four to five inches (10 to 13 cm) of 
firm top crust is usually the minimum penetration required.  

A commercially available ammonium nitrate based product, specifically blended for use by ski race 
organizers, is "PTX® 311".  It is manufactured by Lacke & Farben, Technische Industrieprodukte.  
Below is their instructions specifically written for the preparation of alpine racing courses:  
  

As this author reads the instructions above, it appears that this product is probably a mixture of 
ammonium nitrate and an exothermic modifier, possibly calcium chloride.  Note how careful the 
instructions are to insist on packing before application, either by machine or boot, and ensuring good 
contact of the chemical with the snow, either by roller or by side stepping with skis.  Note, as well, that 
they are specific regarding moisture content, or the need to inject water when the snow is dry.  

Another thing that I observed was the application rate.  It was significantly lower than the rates we 
recommend above.  It is the opinion of the manufacturer that, while their product is much more 
expensive than a bag of urea fertilizer, it is much more effective and can be applied at a much lower rate 
of application.  Overall, the manufacturer believes that the cost to treat the race course with their 
"improved" ammonium nitrate will be less than treating with urea fertilizer.  All of this theory goes for 

gerema  
Lacke & Farben

Instructions for preparation of race courses with PTX® 311:

1) PTX® 311 snow solidifier is only effective once the snow has lost its structure, and when it has a moisture 
content of 40% or more.  If snow is too dry, then water has to be added.

2) Remove freshly fallen snow from the run.  For basic preparation infuse water with a hose, ideally from 
the front of a mobile unit.  From the rear of the unit spread PTX® 311 into the snow.  The unit mixes the 
PTX® 311 with the snow (here they are referring to a grooming machine equipped with a roller and possibly a 
tiller).  Areas of snow too small to be worked by means of the mobile unit have to be trodden through by 
people wearing skis.

3) PTX® 311 snow solidifier should then be scattered according to the snow surface requirements (roughly 
1 kg./20 m2 -or- 1 lb./80 ft.2 -or- 1 lb./9 yd.2); the quantity depends on the humidity of the snow, the water 
content, and air temperature.

4) Here we are dealing with a pre-prepared course, as described above, however, due to an increasing 
temperature the sub-surface softens and therefore it is necessary to reapply PTX® 311.  Initially, this type 
of course, which is dependent on the width, has to be trodden in by a row of 5 to 7 people WITHOUT SKIS 
(boot packing.  Then the PTX® 311 is distributed by hand on the snow surface.  After this, a row of people 
WITH SKIS has to tread through the area treated (side stepping with the final skier slipping).

5) If during the race,  the course should become damaged by excessive wear near a gate or in a small, 
localized area, spread PTX® 311 evenly over the damaged area.  Secondly, pour some water over the 
damaged area and the apply snow on it with a shovel.  If required repeat this procedure.  Snow treated in 
this way, hardens within minutes of application.

Contains ammonium nitrate; DANGER: non-combustible but promotes burning.  Decomposes as a result 
of fire and forms poisonous nitrous fumes.



naught, of course, when the course crew applies the product in the same manner that they are 
accustomed to applying urea.  In that case it is to be hoped that there are some contingency funds 
planned into your budget.  

A caution is appropriate regarding the various specialty mixtures.  Some specialty mixtures, or additives, 
are sold for the use of highway departments and will have no benefit on the race course.  They are used 
to retard the loss of ice melts from the tire track on the highway.  Splashing and misting of ice melts 
applied on the highway result in a necessary increase of the rate of application.  If the ice melts can be 
held in the highway tire track, they are more effective at reduced rates of application.  For our purposes, 
losses of these kind are non-existant and there is no benefit to the use of these additives.  

These are good practices to follow with any of the compacting agents, or melt agents.  Injecting water is 
becoming standard practice on the World Cup and Olympic Games.  Often, injection of water is enough 
(provided weather and temperature cooperate).  Many world class alpine race courses exhibit ice at 
every turn, and often throughout the track.  This seems odd to the recreational skier, but the racer is well 
skilled to perform on just such a surface.  

 

12.2.3 How the Chemicals Work 

How do they work?  These materials must first come into contact with free moisture (liquid water) and 
combine to form a brine solution.  They cannot work in their solid state.  Once a brine begins to form (in 
solution) it drains through the snow pack until it reaches the ground surface. 

The key to the process is that the brine solution has a lower surface tension than water.  Wet snow holds 
its water on the surface through, among other mechanisms, surface tension and hydrogen bonding.  
When the water mixes in solution with the salts it forms the brine.  The brine solution has a lower 
surface tension, and free hydrogen radicals are captured that reduce hydrogen bond strength.  
Consequently, the water can more easily drain downward through the snow pack.  

This is the secret to the chemical's effectiveness on a race course.  Fundamentally, it drains off excess 
moisture in the snow, and compacts the ice crystals together where they can re-freeze into a firmer 
mass.  This is why the FIS refers to these materials as compacting agents.  This process can help explain 
why potassium chloride and urea are more effective than rock salt at air temperatures above freezing: the 
endothermic nature of the reaction assists the compaction and re-freezing of the snow pack by removing 
some latent heat from the snow pack.  

What did I just say?  I basically said that, in order for the materials to move into solution they require a 
little energy.  They take that energy, in the form of heat, from the snow pack.  The heat that is conducted 
from the surrounding material (snow) to facilitate the solution is known as the latent heat of solution.  
The latent heat in the snow pack is surrendered to fuel to reaction that forms a brine solution.  In a 
similar manner, the mere act of mixing Kool-Aid crystals lowers the temperature of the mix water a tiny 
amount.  

However, every upside has a downside as well.  The endothermic materials are almost ineffective in dry 
snow, as they require free moisture to move into solution and drain through the snow pack.  The 
exothermic chemicals can create enough heat to extract moisture from the snow, but that moisture may 
not drain through the pack very far before re-freezing.  This is undesirable because a hard crust is 



formed that may fracture and cause other problems.  

Also, exothermic chemicals require greater care in application because they require a good mix with the 
snow, and good contact with the snow, to kick over the reaction, render them into solution, and release 
their heat.  

To avoid problems it is best to test the material, and the rate of application, on a test patch that is well 
removed from the race course.  

 

12.3 Machine Grooming 
Briefly here, I shall quote directly from the Alpine Officials Manual, US Skiing, Chapter VII, The Race 
Course (2000 edition): 

Before race day, the snow on the course should be made as firm and smooth as possible 
prior to setting the track. Under most conditions, it will take at least 12 hours for reworked 
snow to properly “set”. Mogul cutting, by machine or hand, and smoothing, by wing, roller 
or skiers, should be done on the afternoon before the event. 

When working with manmade snow, advance planning is necessary because its structure 
makes it more dense and compact than natural snow, and it requires time to “set” 
undisturbed to drain excess moisture before it can be worked.  

There are many options available for mechanical preparation depending on the ski area 
“rolling stock”, the snow conditions and anticipated weather; the ski area employee in 
charge of grooming is generally the most knowledgeable. However, in the event of frozen 
surfaces, there is one consideration that is somewhat different between snow preparation 
for competition and snow preparation for recreation. In normal recreational application, 
groomers will leave the top 1-3 inches of snow loose when reworking icy, crusty and frozen 
granular conditions. Before competition, however, these would have to be slid from the 
track. As an alternative, the groomers should be encouraged to leave frozen granular 
surfaces intact, as inspection by the competitors should loosen the surface sufficiently to 
provide excellent grip for competition.  

Track Packing can be used early in the season to develop a base. This increases surface 
area and setting action and provides a rough surface to which future snow can adhere. This 
may also help in consolidating deep, dry snowfalls until they can be worked more intensely. 
With care, track packing may provide enough consolidation and adhesion for new snow to 
adhere to a frozen base.  

Rotary Tilling is the most effective tool over a wide range of conditions. These conditions 
include: New snow, old snow, loose snow, crust layer, frozen granular with ice patches and 
spring snow. Its thorough cutting, aeration and subsequent compaction provide worked 
snow that will set overnight in most conditions. During new snowfall and under ideal 
conditions, “setting” may occur in minutes with the use of this tool.  

Machine preparation is easy, quick and usually effective, but machines do have their 



limitations. Compacting power is diminished on very steep slopes (45%+), and control of 
the machine may be difficult in some conditions. Also, some machines do not maneuver or 
pack well on a sidehill.  

Under some circumstances, use of machinery can damage the prepared track, and unless 
there is sufficient time for the surface to be slipped by skis after working, machinery is best 
kept off DH courses until the depth of new snow can no longer be handled by working on 
skis. 

In the event that machines are not available, or their use would be ineffective, manual means of snow 
preparation will be necessary. When snow cover is very thin, the slope is too steep for effective machine 
use, the crust layer will support skis but break under machines, the course is covered with old unpacked 
snow or there is a great depth of new snow, it may be necessary to ski or boot pack before machinery 
can be effective. Packing teams need to be knowledgeable, organized, thorough and dedicated. 

Ideally, boot packing should be done several days in advance to be as effective as possible. When boot 
packing, several passes over the slope are usually needed. Boot holes should be left open and not packed 
or slipped over until two days before the event or beginning of training. The course should then be ski 
packed on the day before the event, and the ridges should not be slipped.  

Ski Packing is necessary when there is very thin snow cover, a course needs smoothing after being boot 
packed, there are isolated areas that cannot be reached by machinery or machinery is not available.  

Side Slipping is used for final smoothing of the course and/or removing loose snow from the track.  

Ski areas the world over depend upon modern grooming machines to 
produce nearly flawless skiing conditions.  In fact, skiing technique and 
the ski equipment has changed over the past twenty-five years 
specifically because of grooming.  The smooth, firm conditions that can 
be produced by this equipment reduces the chances of "catching edges" 
and the historical emphasis on unweighting and lifting the ski to stem has 
been replaced.  Modern technique emphasizes rolling of the edge and 
maintaining good fore-aft balance.  Shape skis keep the skier in the fall 
line longer and make it easier to effect short radius carved turns over long 
radius ones.  

Many years ago, snow cats were the principle tool used for grooming.  They were adapted from tracked 
vehicles that were originally developed for the Army's 10th Mountain Division to transport men through 
mountain snows.  These vehicles had a high center of gravity and much lower power than the modern 
hydro-tiller.  Many older ski areas have "legacy" trails that zig zag down the mountain in steep switch 
backs.  These trails were originally cut for the snow cats, to enable them to reach the top of the hill 
whereupon they would plow down and level the moguls.  Snow cats could not run up anything other 
than the most moderate of trails.  

Modern machines have a lower center of gravity, extra wide tracks, diesel engines, and a constant torque 
hydraulic drive line.  They can climb even the steepest slopes and can groom up, as well as down, on all 
but the steepest slopes.  For those very steep pitches and headwalls, winch cats have been developed 
where the machine is anchored to a pole or foundation at the top of the slope and can play itself down 
the headwall on a steel cable.  



In the past, snow cats were equipped with plows that would shave down moguls as they groomed down 
the slope.   Sometimes they would pull steel and canvas mats behind, to smooth over the berms and 
tracks that they created, or rollers for compaction.  

Today, tilling and milling attachments are 
common place.  These attachments are 
powered by the same hydraulic system that 
powers the machine's drive line.  Modern tillers 
can cut and mill ice and snow into a coarse 
granular aggregate and distribute it evenly 
behind the groomer.  Some tillers can turn the 
snow over, milling 6 inches and more below 
the surface, to mix and grind the top layer into 
an evenly sized granular surface.  

Snow groomers usually work at night, so that 
skiers are not exposed to the risk of 

entanglement with the large machines, and to give the processed snow an opportunity to "set", which is 
facilitated by the colder nightime air temperatures.  The (desired) result is a firm surface, that will also 
afford a ski's edge good purchase (grip), that will support skier traffic the next day.  

12.3.1 The Ski Area and The Grooming Machine 

What is a Grooming Machine and what can they do for the skier? 

Grooming machines, typically, are diesel powered "snow tractors", equipped with wide treads to 
facilitate their locomotion over the snow surface.   The tracks are very wide, to give maximum traction 
in soft conditions.  They are specifically designed for ski slope maintenance.  Most have a 12 way blade 
on the front of the machine and a rotary "snow tiller" on the rear of the machine. The tiller also has 
special finishers to give the characteristic "corduroy" groomed product.  Among those attachments may 
be a heavy "roller" that is towed behind the machine to compact the snow.  Some of the more 
sophisticated tillers are capable of compacting and texturing without the additional roller.  

Some machines are special Winch Cats designed for steep terrain. 
This machine can hook a steel cable onto anchor points, and winch 
itself up and down the steeper slopes, without sliding. The winch 
cable is played out from a swivel cantilever arm that arcs up over 
the top of the driver's cab.  As the cable plays out, it can be 
extremely hazardous for skiers to be in the path of the cable, and so 
winch operations are always conducted on slopes closed to skiers.  
Winch groomers also have the capability of pushing snow uphill, to 
preserve the ski slope.  

The work the groomers do is vital to maintaining the quality of the 
skiing terrain.  Skiers not only seek out the groomed slopes, they 
demand them.  

The corduroy finish formed by the tiller and "comb" (see 
illustration), is the end product of many tasks performed 



during the night. These tasks may include. Smoothing 
bumps and moguls, maintaining snow depth in high wear areas, reshaping and rebuilding ski trails, 
stockpiling snow reserves, pushing out wind fences and snow drifts, removing excess snow around lift 
stations, filling creeks and covering rocks, spreading man made snow and packing fresh snow.  

All ski lifts are level sensitive at the load and unload stations. These levels must be maintained every 
day by either pushing fresh snow in or removing excess after a storm. Groomers can move masses of 
snow with their blades, and there is hardly a run on the mountain that hasn't been sculptured and 
reshaped to suit the skiers needs.  

Some types of snow are very poor skiing unless groomed. The snow tiller can improve the finish  and 
create a decent ski surface. The snow tiller spins at 1900 rpm and can  process snow that is not 
groomable with other implements.  

Summer grooming is also important. The work is mainly slashing and maintenance of regrowth. Creeks 
are piped, rocks are removed, intersections improved and trails are widened, to increase the skiable area 
during poor snow depth periods. The summer grooming program has made the skiing more reliable and 
has increased the ski area considerably.  

After snow storms, the machines spend most 
of their time pushing snow from the "level 
sensitive" lift stations, removing snow drifts 
and making sure the lifts will open on time. 
The amount of grooming is restricted to the 
priority beginner and intermediate areas, as 
the machines struggle to keep up with the 
storm. It generally takes at least 24 hrs. to get 
the grooming back up to the normal area 
standard, after a storm. Poor visibility can 
also hamper grooming operations during 
storms.  

Conservation of snow reserves is an 
important aspect of machine grooming.  
There is, always, a finite amount of material 
to be spread over the mountain. Skiers push 
masses of snow down the hill every time 
they turn, and if a snow cat operator can't get 
it back up again, then the slope will begin to 
deteriorate. Stockpiling, wind fences and 

good grooming techniques are as important as snowmaking, when it comes to making a slope last the 
whole season.  

The high wear zones and sun affected slopes are constantly maintained to make them last. Summer 
works are often specifically designed to increase snow retention.  

Fresh, wet snow can also fall when the temperature is not cold enough for good skiing. This "heavy 
powder" or sticky snow is very common in the Eastern US. This snow is as difficult to groom, as it is to 
ski. It sticks together and won't spread evenly, creating major grooming problems on steep terrain. A 
poor finish can result, but it is still better skiing than the ungroomed, heavy powder. After 24 hours the 



conditions improve and an excellent finish is again possible.  

Man made snow can behave very similarly to wet powder. This snow requires a 24 hour "curing time" 
before any successful grooming can take place. Sheet ice and chunky lumps can result if this curing time 
is not allowed. The curing time can cause a "priority snowmaking area"  to be uneven and covered with 
"whales" for the first skiing day after production.  

Good management during the night, and more advanced snowmaking guns, have improved the quality 
of the raw man made slopes, to the point where good skiing can be found even without grooming. The 
slopes are always groomed before snowmaking starts, and good techniques can result in a flat skiable 
slope, similar to packed fresh snow.  

Wet slush or "loose snow" can offer such limited traction for grooming machines, that even intermediate 
slopes, are impossible to climb. Downhill grooming can cause a "wake" effect, creating large windrows 
and "ice cookies" that can't be repaired until after a freeze. Wet slush causes reduced skiing area, poor 
quality, short slope life, and heavy snow loss. Conservation priorities can keep a slope ungroomed until 
conditions improve.  

Wet slush begins to freeze, on a clear night, by about 9.00 pm. There is a period of one hour when 
grooming is almost impossible, as the snow is "going off". A sensible operator usually breaks for dinner, 
during this period. If slushy spring snow has not had a good freeze overnight, even a groomed slope can 
form moguls by 10.00 am.  

Spring ice can become so hard, that slow "triple cut" methods have to be employed, to get a decent 
finished product. This can dramatically reduce the grooming possibilities after midnight. The skiing will 
be hard and fast, first thing in the morning, but the slope quickly softens by 10.00am. Most good skiers, 
love the hard and fast conditions, but the weaker skiers generally stay away, until the sun has had it's 
desired effect. Spring skiing on the groomed slopes is excellent, provided the overnight freeze is strong 
enough to form a good base.  Spring Ice can be hazardous for racing, as a skier who falls may have no 
friction to aid their stop.  

Winter ice is usually only a hard packed surface layer. Fracturing and breaking through this layer can 
create holes that cause havoc if formed in the race track.  

Sugar snow is formed when "loose snow" is skied, while the temperature is below zero. The grains are 
dislodged by the skiers and they become separate floating particles. Sugar snow will generally bind 
together after grooming, if a sufficient "set time" is allowed . Spring slopes must be groomed as early as 
possible during the night to allow the maximum set time. The slope will then last till midday without 
moguls forming.  

Rain reduces the groomed area. The risk of opening up creeks due to the machines weight,  can prevent 
grooming in some areas. Generally, rain packed snow offers better skiing, than trying to improve it with 
a snow cat.  

Storms can create drifts in level sensitive, lift related areas, that require many pushing hours to recover 
the ski lift function. Some lifts can be almost totally buried. The amount of pushing and clearing work 
can reduce the groomed area available to the early skiers. All beginner areas, intermediate areas and 
home trails become a priority. Expert skiers usually revel in the unpacked powder conditions until the 
machines can catch up to their normal schedule. Visibility or "white out" conditions can make life 
difficult for the groomers. It is just as difficult for the cat drivers to see where they are going, as it is for 



the skiers.  

12.3.2 Race Operations and the Grooming Machine 

Obviously, much of the work that a groomer performs, described above, is only indirectly related to race 
operations.  It is important to be able to get on and off the lift, but the Chief of Course does not include 
that among his or her list of concerns. 

Grooming machines are employed by the Chief of Course in much the same way that they are by the ski 
area operator.  Therefore, we shall not duplicate the descriptions of their use that we detailed above.  
Rather, we shall list the purposes for which they are employed in support of race operations:  

Removing excessive new fallen snow.  
Compacting and hardening the course surface.  
Leveling ruts and moguls.  
Cutting ice and ice cookies.  
Sculpting bumps and jumps ("camel" bumps, "pro-jumps", downhill jumps).  
"Trucking" equipment, supplies, and compacting agent chemicals.  
Maintaining snow depth in high wear areas.  
Reshaping and rebuilding ski trails.  
Pushing out wind fences and snow drifts.  
Filling creeks and covering rocks.  
Spreading man made snow and packing fresh snow.  
Sculpting start ramps and finish out-runs. 

And, on occasion, they are also useful to perform the following duties: 

Transportation of injured skiers.  
Transportation of V.I.P.  
Moving temporary buildings and shelters.  
Laying timing wires, or other infrastructure. 

In short, the grooming machine is often more than just a snow tiller.  It is the only versatile "truck and 
tractor" that can function in an alpine environment. 

Again, here we wish to quote from the Alpine Officials Manual, US Skiing, Chapter VII, The Race 
Course (2000 edition):  

A Compaction Bar, “Wing”, or “Dovetail”, is hydraulic powered to apply significant down 
pressure and is the standard grooming device for most ski areas with modern grooming 
equipment. It leaves a smooth or slightly rippled surface, but if worked in very deep 
snowfalls, it may leave layers of compacted snow. Continuous packing is necessary during 
heavy storms or a sufficient period of time must be allowed to elapse after grooming to 
allow top layers to “set”. 

A Powder Maker and “Scarifier” are used to loosen frozen surfaces. The Powder Maker 
may be effective in consolidating light snowfall, but it will clog if snow is sticking.  

A Cutter Bar or Blade is used to “cut” moguls and move snow and should be followed up 



by finish grooming to leave a skiable surface. This type of grooming generally requires 
skilled operators. 

Some of this advice is out of date, as few areas with modern equipment use "Scarifiers".  Hydraulic 
"tillers" are now in more universal use and assist the ski area in their work to preserve the snow pack 
(See: Chapter 11 -- Ice, Snow, and Snow Morphology). The "Cutter Blade" referred to here is a plow 
device attached to the front of the groomer, what we refer to above as a 12 way blade.  

 

12.4 Manual Techniques 
Care should always be exercised when hardening a course with a compacting agent, heat, flame, or 
water spray.  Too much ice can be created, or created in the wrong places.  A firm, hard surface is 
always desired, but there are times, and places, when too much is as undesirable as too little.  For 
example: 

Hard ice is undesirable in the landing zone below a jump.  
Hard ice is undesirable in the course run immediately preceding a jump.  
Hard ice is undesirable below the course line on steep, or fall away turns. 

Ice is hard and durable and, when it is present, it should be textured to afford some purchase by the ski 
edges.  Smooth, thick, glassy ice is not desirable and should be chipped and textured with shovels and 
rakes to impart some texture.  One disadvantage of an icy top surface is that it seals the snow pack and 
prevents moisture from draining through.  Apart from the difficulties mentioned, ice is generally the race 
organizer's friend as it is the most durable surface. 

The most effective conditioning tool for dry snow is the blow torch.  By applying direct heat with a 
blow torch flame, the ice crystals release their water into liquid (they melt), the liquid drains into the 
snow pack and re-freezes into a solid.  This technique requires considerable skill and judgment to know 
how much of the top layer should be melted to achieve the required effect.  Too much and the liquid will 
run off and carve grooves in the snow, or it may take longer to re-freeze.  Too little and the crust that is 
created will be too thin to support racer traffic.  Remember too that working with a large open flame is 
dangerous and the fuel is hazardous as well.  

Spraying water with portable pumps or pressurized hoses is another method.  Like the torch, it requires 
skill and judgment, drawn from experience, to know how finely atomized the spray must be and how 
much water is enough.  Generally, water cannot be sprayed on the morning of the race, either, as it 
requires sufficient time to re-freeze.  How deeply it will penetrate, and how firmly it will re-freeze, 
depends upon conditions such as air temperature, sunlight exposure, etc.  

We discussed the basics of the manual techniques, in the above sections, especially Smoothing or 
Grooming the Surface.  Therefore, we won't repeat that explanation here except to emphasize, again, 
that all of the methods that we categorize as being most effective involve manual labor.  Why?  Because 
manual methods provide the greatest control and are the least destructive.  

 



12.5 Course Maintenance 
Advance course preparation is often the key to a successful race, and no amount of race day effort can 
replace it.   However, during the course of each race, ongoing work must be performed to maintain the 
course.  Both active maintenance and preventative maintenance is addressed by the course maintenance 
crew. 

It is essential to keep area management informed, involved and committed throughout the planning. 
Advance, joint planning is necessary if an Organizer wishes to achieve cooperation and commitment 
from area management.  Remember, much of the course work is performed by machines and capital 
equipemnt that is owned and managed by the area management.  

We will not discuss here the repair of course equipment, such as gate poles, netting, crowd control 
fencing, timing equipment, etc.  Our discussion will be confined to the active maintenance of the snow 
surface, or track.  

Fundamentally, our focus was defined at the beginning of this chapter:  
  

Some of the work defined involves preparation, and some involves active work on race day.  The race 
day work is delegated to two active crews:  

The "Course Crew"  
The "Slip Crew" 

The Course Crew works, as required by the changing conditions, to maintain a well packed and firm 
surface throughout the track.  In addition, it may be called upon to repair damage to the track. 

Course Preparation and Maintenance

Mission To provide a firm, well prepared course that ensures a fair competition, and 
that can withstand the punishment of alpine ski racing traffic.

Objective Prepare the course so that the snow is well packed and firm, and ensure that 
there is an adequate base of support through the depth of the snow pack.

Methods
- Compact or harden the top layer  
- Remove any loose or soft snow  
- Groom and smooth the surface

Techniques

- Artificial snow making  
- Machine tilling and rolling  
- Machine plowing and grooming  
- Chemical melting & compacting  
- Water spray or sprinkling  
- Melting with heat or open flame  
- Manual slipping & boot packing  
- Manual shoveling & raking



The Slip Crew works to establish and maintain a smooth, glazed track, and generally works to ensure the 
absence of loose snow or ice cookies in the track.  

 

12.5.1 The "Course Crew" 

The "Course Crew" are the swat team of ski races.  As we have already suggested, the Course Crew 
works to maintain the quality of the racing track and course in the face of changing conditions.  
  

Briefly here, I shall quote directly from the Alpine Officials Manual, US Skiing, Chapter VII, The Race 
Course (2000 edition):  

Course maintenance begins with preparation of the slope that is to be used for the course 
and ends after the last competitor has crossed the finish line and the course has been 
removed. Potential trouble areas should be anticipated and proper planning should be 
undertaken to avoid problems. Constant course maintenance work is necessary during the 
race to slip out ruts, holes, and “chatter marks” from the turning areas. The objective is to 
make the course as equitable for the last competitor out of the start gate as it was for the 
first competitor. Maintenance of the start area and finish area is as important as the 
maintenance of the actual course. 

If pre-race preparation has been successful, maintaining the course during the race itself 
will be easier. If the race is a DH, part of maintenance will be preparation for the next day's 
training or race.  

As with other race operations, course maintenance is easier, more enjoyable, and more 
effective if it is properly organized, and the workers are shown leadership and 
coordination. Communication is essential so that there is no delay in response or any error 
in assigned tasks.  

The most effective course maintenance work is done by several crews under the direction of 
an experienced leader and staffed by skiers with sufficient weight and skill for the job. Each 
crew can be assigned a section of the course that they will work continuously, or they may 
rotate down the course and move from one section to another. One crew should always be 
either already at the start or on the lift headed for the start.  

With sufficient organization, it should not be necessary to interrupt the race for 
maintenance other than at brief predetermined intervals. Should an interruption be needed, 
the delay should be approved by the Jury and announced to all Officials, competitors, and 
coaches. Adequate communication will be needed to assure the course is clear of all 
competitors so that maintenance work can start.  

Competitor inspections may damage a course more than training runs and cause the need 

Before ANY course work begins, check that a valid homologation 
file exists for the trail that is to be prepared, and review the 

recommendations that are documented in that homologation file. 



for repair before the training run can start. Also, the best-prepared DH course will suffer 
during training. Weather permitting, maintenance work should be done as soon as possible 
so a developing problem is not aggravated, and all major repair work should be completed 
after the last run of the day so the course may “set” overnight.  

Turns, landing areas after jumps, flats, and traverses are all areas that require regular 
maintenance. Some sections will only need side slipping, but others may require major work 
with shovels, torches, water, and chemicals. A good Chief of Course will anticipate problem 
areas and organize crews accordingly. 

Course Crew Equipment and Tools: 

We'll begin with a list of equipment.  Not every race requires all of this, but an experienced Chief of 
Course and Course Crew will know what they need for each race:  
  

One of the recommendations that I offer to eastern officials, is for every ski club member to save their 
live Christmas tree and donate it to the ski club.  They can be run through a chipper and then the small 
needles and bough tips can be collected and stored in plastic bags for later use on the race course.  

Let's categorize our list of duties as: before, during, and after an event.  Thes are partial lists, as every 
race situation is unique and the course crew is, essentially, the major workforce of the race 
organization.  It should be prepared to assist in any situation that requires willing hands and strong 
backs.  
Course Crew Goals Before Race Day:  

Check and re-check ALL Equipment.  
Distribution of course equipment (poles, banners, chemicals, nets, fences, tools, etc.). 

Partial List of Equipment for Course Crew
Poles:  
   For GS -- Up to 260  
   For SL -- Up to 170  
   Extra Poles -- 10% to 15%  
   Gate Keys (Wrenches)  
Banners: Start; Finish; Sponsors  
Supports or Poles for Banners  
Rechargeable Drills & Extra Batteries  
   Auger Bits for Drills Correct for Pole Bases  
"Willy" Bags & Extra Styrofoam Beans  
"B" Nets and "A" Nets (where required)  
Air Bags  
Self Adhesive Labels to Number Gates  
Dye or Colored Chalk for Finish Line  
   May ALSO Be Broadcast for Surface Contrast  
Masking Tape, Duct Tape, etc.  
Bungee Balls, Cable Ties, Bungee Cords  
Official Notice Boards / Roll  
Crowd Control Fencing  
Christmas Tree Needles in Bags

Shovels; Rakes; Hammers; Ice Choppers 
Plastic "Grain" Scoop Shovels  
Backpacks & Bags for Transport  
"Indian" Pumps  
Broadcast Spreaders & 5 Gallon Poly Buc
Compacting Agents (Chemicals / Fertilize
Waterproof Marking Pens  
Plastic Garbage Bags  
Twine and/or String  
Plastic Sheeting  
Score Board  
Signage ("Course Closed"; "Racers Only"
Two-Way Radios separate from Jury Cha
Small Tools (Swiss Army Knife, Pliers, e
Pads and Cushions  
Foam Wedges for Finish Timing Protecti
Extra Role(s) of Timing Wire  
Communication Headsets  
"Slip" Sheeting  
Power Auger for "A" Net "Deadmen"



Erection of: nets, banners, fences, and crowd control barriers.  
Preparation of the Start Area.  
Preparation of the Finish Area.  
Preparation of the Scoreboard.  
Preparation of the Course Surface. 

Course Crew Goals During Race Day: 

Support of ALL Jury Requests.  
Maintenance of the Course Surface.  
Slipping the Track.  
Repairs (as required).  
Removal of fresh snowfall.  
Application of Chemicals.  
Support of the Course Setter.  
Maintenance of Nets and Crowd Control Fences.  
Broadcasting Pine Needles or powdered chalk.  
Transporting equipment and supplies, where required. 

Course Crew Tasks After Race Day: 

Support of ALL Jury Requests.  
Removal of equipment from the course.  
Striking and packing of nets, fences, banner supports, etc.  
Removal of cushions and bags.  
Dismantling of the start and finish areas.  
Transporting equipment and supplies into storage.  
Checking, and re-checking, all equipment for needed repair or replacement. 

 

12.5.2 The "Slip Crew" 

Slipping has been a topic at clinics for years.  Still, we do not always witness good slip technique or 
properly organized slip crews.  Usually, the organizer has not recruited a sufficient number of slippers.  
Other problems include the amount of time it takes the slippers to get on the lift and ascend the hill.  
Slippers get caught in long lift lines as the course deteriorates. 

Advance planning is necessary!  

The "Slip Crew" should be comprised of strong skiers who are properly trained.  The most common 
shortcoming of the Slip Crew is inadequate training and poor organization.  

The best organized slip crews conform to the simple specifications outlined below:  

1. The race track is first divided into sections.  
2. One slipper enters the track, after each racer passes by, in each section.  
3. Each slipper only slips one section, and skis out to wait for the next skier.  
4. Each slipper maintains adequate speed, in a modified wedge, to smooth and glaze the course. 



5. Each slipper knows that slipping the "low line" is most important (slip where they're gonna be - 
not where they wanna be).  

6. Each slipper is a strong skier, who has strength and skills adequate for the task and terrain at hand. 
7. There are enough slippers to account for all the course sections and the lift ride up the hill.  
8. Slippers are given authorization for immediate entry onto the ski lift (no wait in line).  For this 

they may require special bibs, or another means of identification to the lift attendants.  

Let's examine an illustration of our slip plan: 



  
In the illustration we see a race course divided up into 4 sections. 



There are areas designated for the slippers to wait so that they don't present an obstacle, or a distraction, 
to the passing racers.  Signs are posted along the edge of the course identifying the slipper holding 
areas.  These areas may also be occupied by coaches, course stewards, ski patrol, equipment, spectators, 
and gate keepers because they're off the course and out of the way.  

Each slip section is short enough so that the slipper spends just a little less time on the course than the 
start interval.  Remember, for a slip crew to be effective they must all be strong skiers.  Weaker skiers 
should be designated as course stewards, gate judges, or other duties where they remain relatively 
stationary and their skiing skills aren't a factor affecting their performance.  For the slip crew, their 
skiing skills are the largest factor affecting their performance.  

The object is for each slipper to ski into the course immediately after a racer has passed by, slip the 
course only as far as the next slipper station below, and then ski out and wait for the next racer.  To plan 
for this arrangement, we first need to know:  

SI = Start Interval: what is the start interval (amount of time between racer starts)?  
LT = Lift Time: How much time will it take each slipper to move from the bottom of the course 
and up the lift to get back to station #1 at the start.  
CT = Course Time: What is the total amount of time that it will take to get from the top of the 
course to the bottom at "slipper speed".  
TT = Lift Time + Course Time 

With that information, here's what we're looking for: 

Crew Size? What is the total number of slippers that we need (size of crew)?  
Number of Sections? How many sections do we divide the course into (number of stations)? 

To answer those questions we apply some mathematics.  Here is what we do: 

Remember to express all time in seconds! 

Practice Exercise:  

It takes 10 minutes (10') to ski from the bottom on the course, ascend on the lift, and ski to the 1st 
holding station.  Therefore, LT=10'.  Converted to seconds, LT=600.  
It takes 3 minutes (3') to slip from the top very top to the very bottom.  Therefore, CT=3'.  
Converted to seconds, CT=180.  
TT = 600 + 180 = 780  
The Start Interval shall be 50 seconds.  Therefore,SI=50. 

Size of the Crew is Found By:
Total Time  

Start Interval = Minimum Crew Size   
(Round Decimals UP)

Number of Sections is Found By:
Course Time  
Start Interval = Number of Sections   

(Round Decimals UP)

Answers: 

Size of the Crew is: 
780  



Again, refer to the illustration above: 

So, we need 16 strong skiers as slippers and we shall divide the course into four sections.  There shall be 
four stations, as well, the first station being in the vicinity of the start.  The sections should be as equal 
in length, to one another, as is practical.  If this is not practical, at least ensure that the top section is not 
the longest section.  The slippers shall be provided with unique bibs, identifying them as slippers to the 
lift attendants.  Arraignments will have been made with the area operator to allow lift line cutting 
privileges for the slip crew, who wear their unique bibs.  

Again: each slipper, who is waiting at a slip station, enters the course just after a racer passes buy.  They 
slip only as far as the next station, where they ski off and wait for the next racer.  

Each slip station (along the side of the course) should be marked with a sign, so that the slipper does not 
ski past and risk interfering with the next racer.   Remember, these stations are also convenient stops for 
the course crew, course stewards, etc., and marking their location makes good sense for the convenience 
of all.  

One slipper ONLY follows EACH racer, from EACH station.  Slipping Gangs do not improve the slip 
results.  It's better to have one person (from each station) slipping after each racer, than to have a 
slipping gang follow at irregular intervals.  

Everyone agrees that slipping is important.  It remains now for the Chief of Course to support that 
conviction with a proper effort, IN ADVANCE OF RACE DAY, of organizing a good slip crew.  

 

50 = 15.6 or 16

Number of Sections is: 
180  
50 = 3.6 or 4 


